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ABSTRACT

We present spectra and taxonomic classifications of 12 Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs) and 2 inner Main Belt asteroids. The observations were
carried out with the ESO 3.5 m NTT and the Danish 1.54 m telescope at La Silla, Chile. Eleven of the investigated NEAs belong to the S class
while only one C-type has been identified. Two NEAs were observed at phase angles larger than 60◦ introducing significant phase reddening.
In order to allow for comparisons between spectra of asteroids observed at different phase angles we make attempts to correct for this effect.
However, it turned out that a uniform approach based on previous measurements of phase reddening by means of observational data is not
reasonable. For the NEAs we question the approach of taxonomic classification in terms of subgroups, when the classification is based on
spectra obtained at large phase angles.
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1. Introduction

Near-Earth Asteroids (NEAs) have in the recent years obtained
increasing attention due to the potential hazard these asteroids
constitute for life on Earth (Morrison et al. 2002). Collisional
phenomena played and play until today an important role for
the development of the Solar System (Davis et al. 2002).
Furthermore, NEAs are in several aspects of fundamental im-
portance. The many meteorites found on Earth originate from
at least 135 mineralogically different compositions (Meibom
& Clark 1999). This diversity among the meteorites has its ori-
gin in the fragmentation of primitive and differentiated aster-
oids in the Main Belt, parts of which by time are transported
to the inner parts of the Solar System by various mechanisms
(Nesvorný et al. 2002; Bottke et al. 2002). Fragments of these
meteoritic parent bodies can hence be found among the popu-
lation of NEAs, with an expected reflection of the meteoritic
diversity among these asteroids. The link between meteorites
and asteroids is however poorly determined, only in the case
of the HED meteorites and the V-type asteroids (Binzel & Xu
1993) a connection has been firmly assessed. The most likely
explanation for these missing links is that the relatively large

� Based on observations collected with the NTT telescope at the
European Southern Observatory, Chile, proposal 70.C-0060. Based
on observations collected with the Danish 1.54 m telescope, through
grants from the Danish Natural Science Research Council.

Main Belt asteroids we try to link with meteorites have been
subject to surface alterations that change the spectral charac-
teristics of the surface material. Space weathering, i.e. solar ir-
radiation and micro meteoritic bombardment, as well as grain
size differences (Clark et al. 2002a), lead to spectral profile
deviations from a fresh cut meteoritic surface. The meteoritic
parent bodies may thus be more readily recognized among the
smaller asteroid fragments, presumably with relatively young
and less altered, almost dust free, surfaces (Haack et al. 2002).
Due to the presence of NEAs in the vicinity of the Earth, even
the smallest known members of this population provide an op-
portunity for spectroscopic observations with the aim of tax-
onomic classification. Thus NEAs are expected to be of vital
importance for the identification of the missing links between
Main Belt asteroids and meteorites. Reviews of the observa-
tional evidence for this scenario can be found in Lupishko &
Di Martino (1998) and Binzel et al. (2002). Some of the first
to perform CCD reflectance spectroscopy for NEA investiga-
tions were Luu & Jewitt (1990). Most of the NEAs observed
by them appear to be of S-type, indicating an origin in the inner
region of the asteroid belt. These asteroids are presumably the
parent bodies of the ordinary chondrite meteorites (Binzel et al.
(1996). In general NEAs appear to be highly taxonomic diverse
as is evident from Binzel et al. (2001) and Angeli & Lazarro
(2002). This diversity is probably linked to the diversity among
the meteorites, however, as only approx. 10% of the known
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Table 1. Objects and observational circumstances. The phase angle is denoted by α, mag. is the V-magnitude at the time of observation, and H
is the absolute magnitude of the asteroids.

Object Orbit Date Telescope and α mag. H Solar analog Method

instrument (◦) (V)

(2329) Orthos AP 02 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 39.8 17.8 14.9 HD 44594 900 s

HD 44594 900 s

2002 AG29 AP 02 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 38.4 19.0 18.6 HD 44594 B

HD 44594 AB

(4957) Brucemurray AM 02 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 27.8 17.4 15.1 HD 44594 A

(35107) 1991 VH AP 02 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 39.8 16.6 16.9 HD 44594 AB

2002 NY31 AM 02 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 45.7 17.1 17.3 HD 44594 ABBA

(1917) Cuyo AM 02 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 24.8 18.1 13.9 HD4 4594 AB

(25916) 2001 CP44 AM 03 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 17.0 18.1 13.3 L102−1081 AB

2002 QE15 AM 03 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 49.1 17.4 16.3 L102−1081 BA

2002 DB4 AT 03 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 62.3 17.1 16.4 L102−1081 AB

2002 TB58 AM 03 Jan. 2003 NTT/EMMI 60.2 17.7 16.5 L102−1081 B

(914) Palisana q = 1.93 13 Feb. 2003 DK1p54/DFOSC 18.4 13.4 8.76 HD 44594 3600 s

(393) Lampetia q = 1.86 13 Feb. 2003 DK1p54/DFOSC 5.7 13.8 8.39 HD 44594 2400 s

HD 44594 3600 s

1978 CA AP 14 Feb. 2003 DK1p54/DFOSC 30.1 15.8 17.1 HD 44594 ABABAB

(4954) Eric AM 15 Feb. 2003 DK1p54/DFOSC 21.4 17.4 12.6 HD 44594 ABAB

NEAs have been taxonomic classified, the meteorite-NEA link
is still not firmly based. One of the reasons for the lack of taxo-
nomic classifications based on spectroscopy is that NEAs tend
to be challenging to observe. The proximity of the NEAs imply
that their apparent motions on the sky are larger than for Main
Belt asteroids, thus drawing heavy demands on the telescope
capabilities to accurately follow the asteroids located in the slit,
sometimes exceeding what can be achieved by most telescopes.
Here we present the observations of 12 NEAs and 2 inner Main
Belt asteroids, of which the majority were made by applying a
method that can circumvent the tracking problem of the tele-
scopes to some degree. In Sect. 2 we describe the observations
and the applied methods, in Sect. 3 we discuss the general re-
sults, and present a short discussion for each asteroid. In Sect. 4
we give summarize and draw some conclusions on phase red-
dening of NEAs.

2. The observations

The observations have been carried out at the ESO 3.5 m NTT
and 1.54 m Danish Telescope, both located at La Silla,
Chile. Table 1 summarizes the observational circumstances
for each asteroids. The EMMI spectrometer was used in
two nights in January 2003. The instrument was used in
its red mode (RILD) allowing low-dispersion spectroscopy.
Grism #7, with 150 grooves per mm, was selected together
with an order sorting filer (OG-530, ESO filter #645) and
a 5.0′′ wide long slit. The detector consisted of two CCDs
(Zeus and Michelle, installed May 2002), arranged in a mo-
saic with 4096 × 4096 pixels, read by 4 amplifiers. The spa-
tial resolution is 0.165′′ per pixel, the default is to read the

mosaic in 2-by-2 bin mode providing a spectral resolution
of 5.8 Å per pixel (R = 280). With the combined sensitivity of
the CCD, grism and filter we were able to cover the wavelength
range from 5500 Å to 9300 Å. The wavelength calibration was
made with a Helium-Argon lamp.

The observations at the Danish 1.54 m telescope were un-
dertaken during Danish national time. An initial run demon-
strated problems with the differential guiding of the telescope.
During a further run, we tried to exploit an alternative observ-
ing strategy, but unfortunately this run was interrupted by bad
weather. During a third run we were finally able to achieve
some spectra which are presented below. The Danish telescope
was equipped with DFOSC, a combined spectrograph and cam-
era, and was used with a 5.0′′ wide long-slit and a medium
dispersive grism (#5), with 300 grooves per mm. The mounted
detector was the so called “Ringo” CCD, with 2048×4096 pix-
els, of which the DFOSC optics can only utilize approx. half the
area. The spatial resolution is 0.39′′ per pixel, with a spectral
resolution of 3.3 Å per pixel (R = 870). The covered wave-
length range is ≈5200−9000 Å, however, with heavy fringing
longward of 7000 Å. The wavelength calibration was made by
using a helium-neon lamp.

The NTT is capable of differential tracking, by specify-
ing the desired proper motion of an object, which is translated
into an additional tracking rate. The Danish telescope is able to
perform differential guiding, where the proper motion is trans-
lated to a motion of the guide star on the guide probe screen.
In the ideal case, the NTT system allows indefinite tracking
of the object, whereas the duration of the differential guid-
ing of the Danish telescope is restricted to the field of view
of the guide probe camera. However, both telescopes showed
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insufficient tracking for the relatively fast-moving NEAs, par-
ticularly for those objects moving faster than ≈1′′/min. Despite
of using a wide slit (5.0′′), none of the systems were able to
retain an NEA aligned in the slit for more than about 10 min.
For the NTT, the nature of the problems was not identifiable
by us. For the 1.54 m Danish telescope, experiments (including
the two inner Main Belt asteroids, see below) showed that due
to the non-linearity of the conversion from cross-motion rate to
the motion of the guide probe, only the central position of the
guide probe screen offers a stable differential guiding, in con-
trast to the recommendation that the entire central region of the
screen can be used (Storm 1996). This means that the exposure
time is highly constrained by the proper motion of the asteroid.

As these difficulties prevented long exposures of fast-
moving asteroids, we devised an alternative observing strat-
egy. The method was already applied for CCD spectroscopy
by Nathues (2000) in order to optimize the sky background
removal especially in wavelength ranges heavily affected by
atmospheric conditions. Instead of making one long exposure
(for the Danish telescope exposure times up to 60 min were
required) with the asteroid placed at one slit position, the ex-
posure was split into two exposures of each 10 min at two
different slit positions A and B. The two positions are care-
fully selected to be sufficient apart to allow a clear separation
between both spectra. Under good atmospheric conditions the
background will remain stable during the exposure sequence.
Hence by subtracting A from B and B from A, a very accu-
rate background removal is achieved. To remove any residual
background in each of the two A-B or B-A spectra a standard
method for sky background removal was applied, where a first
order polynomial is fitted to the remaining background below
and above the spectrum, and then subtracted. In a further step,
the spectra of a sequence are averaged to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio. Furthermore, it is possible to pair wise combine
a sequence ABABAB of spectra, thus a final spectrum compa-
rable to a single long exposure can be obtained. Of course, the
read-out noise is, due to the multiple reads in the ABA. . . se-
quence, higher than for an equivalent single exposure, but this
disadvantage is more than compensated by the high accuracy
of the sky background and bias removal, especially for wave-
lengths longward of ≈8000 Å. This non-autonomous use of the
nodding method has the further advantage of allowing compar-
atively short exposure times and therefore being less insensi-
tive to the telescope differential tracking/guiding capabilities.
We chose 10 min per exposure to comply with the stability of
the differential tracking/guiding of the telescopes.

For all observations, it was attempted to align the slit along
the parallactic angle, to avoid distortion of the spectrum, should
the asteroid move partly out of the slit. For each night, bias
frames, spectral sky (NTT) and spectral dome (Danish tele-
scope) flat fields and lamp spectra were obtained. During the
observing runs, high emphasis was made at obtaining spec-
tra of the Solar Analog stars at similar air masses as the as-
teroids. However, particularly for the NTT the brightness of
HD 44594 (V = 6.61) caused saturation problems at high ele-
vations. Attempts to use short exposures of 1 s with a strongly
defocused telescope were in vain, and hence an alternative star
had to be used for these cases.

Fig. 1. Comparison of the observed solar analogs. The top normalized
spectrum is a division of a spectrum of HD 44594 (air mass 1.35)
with a spectrum of L102−1081 (air mass 1.15). The lower normalized
spectrum is a division of FS 13 (air mass 1.16) with L102−1081.

Thus, for the solar calibration of the reflectance spectra
we used the Solar Analogs HD 44594 (Hardorp 1978), and
L102−1081 (Landolt 1973), which show nearly alike spectra
(Fig. 1). A spectral comparison with FS 13 (A UKIRT stan-
dard), used as a Solar Analog for infrared wavelengths (Binzel
et al. (2001), revealed strong deviations shortward of 9200 Å
from the two other stars.

The observed asteroids and the observational circum-
stances are listed in Table 1. For each asteroid we specify the
orbit type (AP: Apollo, AM: Amor, AT: Aten, q: perihelion dis-
tance), the date and telescope used, the phase angle and the ap-
parent V-magnitude, the absolute magnitude (H) and the Solar
Analog used for calibration. The last column specifies the ob-
servational method. If a single long exposure was performed,
the exposure time in seconds is given. If the AB nodding was
applied, the sequence of which the spectrum is composed is
specified. In some cases, part of a nodding sequence was lost
due to technical problems, as reflected in the stated sequences.
For each A or B spectrum, an exposure time of 600 s was used
in the general case. For example ABAB means that the spec-
trum consists of 4 pair wise added spectra, corresponding to a
total exposure time of 2400 s. The spectra are shown in Figs. 2
and 3.

The following reduction steps have been performed with
ESO-MIDAS to acquire a calibrated asteroid spectrum:

1. Subtraction of the raw spectra, A-B and B-A.
2. Division by a normalized flat field.
3. Median filtering for removal of cosmic hits.
4. Fitting and subtraction of the residual sky background.
5. Extraction of a 1-dimensional spectrum.
6. Wavelength calibration with the lamp spectrum.
7. Extinction correction using the La Silla mean extinction

curve (Tüg 1977).
8. Averaging of A and B spectra.
9. Division by a Solar Analog spectrum that has been obtained

at approximately the same air mass as the asteroid spectra.
10. Normalization to unity flux at 5500 Å.
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Fig. 2. Spectra obtained with the
NTT (ESO) telescope. For 2002 AG29
two spectra were obtained from one sin-
gle B exposure and one AB sequence. The
spectra have been normalized to unity flux
at 5500 Å.

Fig. 3. Spectra obtained with the Danish
1.54 m telescope. For (393) Lampetia two
spectra were obtained from a 2400 s and
a 3600 s exposure respectively, Table 1. The
spectra have been normalized to unity flux
at 5500 Å.

Notice that for the AB nodding it is not necessary to make a bias
subtraction, as this is implicitly done in the first step. However,
for some asteroids we have obtained only a single exposure
hence utilizing the bias frames, and applying the standard sky
background removal technique.

3. Results

The NTT spectra were truncated at 9300 Å, due to the sys-
tematic presence of artificial features longward of this wave-
length. As one can see in Fig. 3 the spectra obtained with
the Danish telescope are suffering from strong fringing be-
yond 7200 Å, hence for the most extreme cases the spectra have
been truncated.

In Table 2 we present the achieved taxonomic classifica-
tions of the observed asteroids. S ′ is the spectral slope of
the normalized spectra obtained from a least-square fit in the
range 5000−7500 Å (Luu & Jewitt 1990). When available,
previous classifications are stated. Our classification is based
on Tholen’s taxonomic classification scheme (Tholen 1984;
Tholen & Barucci 1989), whereby some classifications must
be taken as non-unique due to the absence of albedo informa-
tion or/and the lack of spectral information longward of 7200 Å
as for (914) Palisana and (393) Lampetia (see Fig. 3).

As NEAs can come closer to the Earth than Main Belt aster-
oids, they are often observed at larger phase angles. But aster-
oids become redder with increasing phase angle, i.e. the spec-
tral slope increases. This well-known effect is called “phase
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Table 2. Taxonomy of the observed asteroids. All the asteroids are
NEAs except those marked with a †, these are Main Belt asteroids.
The taxonomy marked with a * is a best guess estimate, as the classifi-
cation has been based on only a part of the visible spectrum (cf. Fig. 3).
The references indicated in parentheses refer to 1: Tholen (1989);
2: Angeli & Lazzaro (2002); 3: Lazzarin et al. (1997); 4: Binzel et al.
(2004). See the text for further discussion.

Object S ′ Taxonomy

[%/1000 Å] Reference This paper

2329 Orthos 10.97 ± 0.03 S

13.08 ± 0.03

2002 AG29 11.29 ± 0.11 S

11.60 ± 0.06

(4957) Brucemurray 12.38 ± 0.03 Sl (2) S

(35107) 1991 VH 7.70 ± 0.02 Sk (4) S

2002 NY31 11.50 ± 0.02 S

(1917) Cuyo 11.67 ± 0.02 Sl (4) S

(25916) 2001 CP44 13.94 ± 0.04 S

2002 QE15 15.67 ± 0.02 S

2002 DB4 9.75 ± 0.04 S

2002 TB58 18.29 ± 0.11 D?

(914) Palisana† 0.20 ± 0.03 CU (1) C *

(393) Lampetia† 3.64 ± 0.07 C (1) C *

0.30 ± 0.04

1978 CA 12.22 ± 0.03 S (1) S

(4954) Eric 15.04 ± 0.06 S (1,2,3) S

reddening”. Spectral phase reddening was proven by obser-
vations of asteroids by Luu & Jewitt (1990). They conclude
that phase reddening corrections cannot be ignored for a proper
comparison between NEAs and Main Belt asteroids.

A study of the dependency of the reflectance on the phase
angle was made during the approach to (433) Eros by the
NEAR spacecraft (Veverka et al. 2000; Bell et al. 2002; Clark
et al. 2002b). These studies as well find a clear presence of
phase reddening.

In addition, laboratory measurements by Gradie et al.
(1980) and Gradie & Veverka (1986) demonstrates further vari-
ations of spectral features with the phase angle. This is for
instance the case for the shape and strength of the pyroxene
absorption band centered at ∼0.9 µm.

The phase angle is considered as a correlating pa-
rameter for the wavelength-dependency in multiple light
scattering theory(ies) (Lumme & Bowell 1981, and private
communication)1.

1 In addition to the phase angle, the spectrum (encompassing both
the slope and the spectral features) as well depends on further param-
eters (e.g. the incidence and emitting angle of the light with respect
to the asteroid surface normal, the particle size, Gradie et al. 1980;
Hapke 1981; Gradie & Veverka 1986; and the surface roughness and
porosity, Lumme & Bowell 1981).

To date, no detailed studies are available on the influence of
the phase reddening effect on ground-based asteroid reflectance
spectra, including an examination of the dependency on taxo-
nomic type. Thus, the implication of phase reddening on a thor-
ough taxonomic classification scheme remains to be examined.

The taxonomic classification system proposed by Bus &
Binzel (2002a,b) suggests a division of the S class into 5 sub-
groups, and the C class into 4 subgroups, distinguished by vari-
ations in the spectral features. Recognizing the spectral slope as
a dominating indicator of the spectral type, Bus & Binzel de-
cide to remove the spectral slope from the spectra, before the
subsequent statistical analysis. This is accomplished by nor-
malizing the spectra with the spectral slope measured over the
entire asteroid spectra. We would expect this to work well for
Main Belt asteroids, but for NEAs the phase reddening effect
is more severe and needs to be taken into account. The phase
reddening would according to the above cause different nor-
malization levels for the spectra depending on the observational
geometry, thus affecting the appearance of the spectral features.
In addition, we believe that the variations in the spectral fea-
tures among the subgroups of the Bus taxonomy are difficult
to distinguish from the variations among the spectral features
due to phase angle effects as described by Gradie & Veverka
(1986).

The Bus taxonomy was derived from studies of Main Belt
asteroids, generally observed at relatively small phase angles.
However, as NEAs are often studied at large phase angles, we
find it necessary to consider phase angle effects in the Bus
taxonomy.

As we in this work do not have data of the observed as-
teroids over more than one phase angle, and as we have found
no comparable observations at other phase angles in the litera-
ture, we are not able to derive the individual phase variations.
We hence find that the Tholen taxonomy, without the detailed
characterization scheme, is the more suitable for our data.

In the following we will comment on our results for the
observed asteroids:

(2329) Orthos. This Apollo asteroid was observed using a
single 900 s exposure, and we find it to be an S-type.

2002 AG29. For this Apollo asteroid we have both a single-
exposure spectrum, as well as a two-part nodding spectrum.
The nodding spectrum was originally suffering from an
improper background removal as a result of varying sky
background due to the appearance of cirrus clouds. Hence,
instead of the direct subtraction of the AB spectra, the
background is removed by the standard method applied on
each of the spectra, followed by an averaging of the spectra
before division with the Solar Analog. A comparison between
the single-exposure and the nodded spectrum shows similar
spectral shape, and we have classified the asteroid as an S-type.

(4957) Brucemurray. This S-type Amor spectrum is extracted
from only the A-part of the AB-pair. The classification is in
agreement with the one of Angeli & Lazarro (2002).
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(35107) 1991 VH. The spectrum of this S-type Apollo asteroid
was extracted from a single pair of exposures. The asteroid has
been classified as an Sk by Binzel et al. (2004).

2002 NY31. From the obtained data (ABBA nodding pairs) we
conclude that this Amor asteroid is an S-type.

(1917) Cuyo. We found this Amor asteroid to be an S-type,
the spectrum was extracted from one pair of nodded spectra.
The asteroids has been classified as an Sl type by Binzel et al.
(2004).

(25916) 2001 CP44. An S-type Amor asteroid, however, rather
flat beyond 8000 Å. The shown spectrum is an average of a
pair of spectra.

2002 QE15. We notice the presence of a broad absorption band
starting at 7500 Å. We have classified this Amor asteroid as an
S-type, based on a pair of spectra.

2002 DB4. This Aten asteroid was observed at a phase angle
of 62.3◦. The spectrum was extracted from a single pair of
nodded spectra, and we find the asteroid to be an S-type (see
also the discussion in Sect. 4).

2002 TB58. The Amor asteroid 2002 T B58 has a slope of
S ′ = 18.3%/1000 Å, which is quite extreme. The spectrum
shows a discontinuity at 6800 Å. We further discuss the
classification of this asteroid in Sect. 4.

1978 CA. The shown spectrum is the average of six individual
exposures of one hour total exposure time. We find this Apollo
asteroid to be an S-type, in disagreement with the tabulation
found in Binzel et al. (2002) who lists this asteroid to be an
M-type. However, our result is in agreement with Tholen
(1989).

(4954) Eric. The shown spectrum was computed by using four
exposures, and we find it to be an S-type. The spectrum is in
good qualitative agreement with the spectrum presented by
Lazzarin et al. (1997), also arriving at an S-type classification.
This Amor asteroid was also classified as an S-type by Angeli
& Lazzaro (2002).

The Main Belt asteroids. The two C-type asteroids,
(393) Lampetia and (914) Palisana, do not belong to the
NEA population. They were observed as part of the experi-
ments with the differential guiding at the Danish telescope.
They are located at the innermost part of the asteroid Main
Belt, with their perihelion distance q is stated in the second
column of Table 1. In both cases, the spectra were extracted
from single exposures. The best guess classifications, based
on the truncated spectra, are in agreement with the literature
(Table 2).
One of the asteroids, (914) Palisana, was previously suspected
to have indications of phyllosilicates, due to the presence of
a broad but weak absorption feature centered around 7000 Å
(Fitzsimmons et al. 1994). Dotto et al. (2002) performed

Fig. 4. Normalized spectra of (1917) Cuyo, obtained from the same
set of AB spectra, but reduced with two different methods. For the
lower spectrum, the background removal was obtained by applying the
nodding method, using individual sky sub-frames. The upper spectrum
is an average of two spectra for which the sky background correction
has been achieved using the standard method.

observations of the asteroid with the ISO satellite in the infrared
region, but were not able to identify any features indicative of
phyllosilicates. Unfortunately the spectrum presented here is
distorted beyond 7000 Å, preventing a detailed analysis of the
spectrum. From the immediate properties of the spectrum, we
do not see any indication of an absorption band.

4. Discussion and conclusions

With the use of the nodding technique we were able to reduce
the requirements on the target tracking capabilities of the tele-
scopes. In addition, we find that the method improves the data
reduction, in terms of an in general improved sky background
removal. An example is shown in Fig. 4, where we have re-
duced the two AB spectra of (1917) Cuyo using the nodding
method of individual sky sub-frames (lower spectrum) and the
standard sky removal using a polynomial fit (upper spectrum).
The latter was obtained by reducing each spectrum individu-
ally, removing the background from each spectrum, and by av-
eraging the two final spectra. The lower spectrum is the same
as in Fig. 2, reduced by using the nodding method on a pair
of spectra, leading typically to less spectral noise, especially in
the red part of the spectrum, when compared to the outcome of
the standard method.

With the exception of 2002 TB58, all of the NEAs ob-
served within this study can be classified as S-type asteroids.
In contrast, the C-type asteroids are the most abundant in
the Main Belt, only surpassed by the S-types in the inner-
most region (Mothé-Diniz et al. 2003). While our observa-
tions do not represent a systematic spectroscopic survey, that
can be analyzed in terms of observational biases, we how-
ever do find a correspondence to the conclusion by Luu &
Jewitt (1989) that S-type asteroids are overabundant among the
NEAs compared to the Main Belt. Various explanations have
been suggested (cf. Binzel et al. 2002, for an overview): selec-
tion effects due to the low albedo of C-type asteroids, and faster
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decreasing brightness with increasing phase angle, compared
to S-types. However, these effects probably do not stand alone.
The presence of the 3:1 resonance in the inner Main Belt, sus-
pected to be a major source for the replenishment of the NEAs
(Morbidelli & Nesvorný 1999), consistent with the relatively
low density of asteroids in this region (Lagerkvist & Lagerros
1997). As the inner Main Belt is mostly dominated by S-type
asteroids, it thus seems likely that these asteroids do tend to be
more abundant among the NEAs, which is also indicated from
our observations.

The asteroid 2002 TB58 presents a particular case, with a
slope of S ′ = 18.3%/1000 Å, observed at α = 60◦. A slope of
the same size was found by Luu & Jewitt (1990) for the asteroid
(2927) Alamosa at a phase angle of 25.1◦. They suggested a
general phase reddening correction of γ = 0.2 %/1000 Å/deg
for phase angles 0◦ < α ≤ 40◦, with γ = 0.0 %/1000 Å/deg
for α > 40◦.

If we apply the estimate for the phase correction suggested
by Luu & Jewitt (1990), we find a phase-corrected slope of
S ′cor = S ′ − γα = 10.3. In this case the asteroid would then
be classified as a typical D-type asteroid, however, as the phase
correction is uncertain the asteroid could as well be of type C
or X (E, M or P, depending on the albedo). We therefore con-
clude that the classification should be confirmed by a further
spectrum to be obtained at a smaller phase angle, possibly in
combination with an explicit determination of the phase red-
dening for this asteroid.

The spectrum of 2002 DB4 was obtained at nearly the
same phase angle as 2002 TB58. Applying the same Luu &
Jewitt phase correction for 2002 DB4 as for 2002 TB58 re-
sults in a slope of S ′cor = 1.8, i.e. the slope of a C or X type
asteroid. As the spectra of these asteroids are in general al-
most featureless in the considered wavelength region, this im-
plies a contradiction as the overall shape of the spectrum re-
sembles an S type. If we instead apply a phase-correction of
γ = 0.067 %/1000 Å/deg measured by Nathues (2000), valid
for S-type asteroids in the range 0.4 to 0.7 µm and a phase angle
range of 0◦ < α ≤ 27◦, we arrive at a slope of S ′cor = 5.6, which
more readily conform with the S-type nature of the spectrum.

From these considerations we thus arrive at a situation
where we cannot argue for the application of one or the other
phase reddening correction, as in either case one method is pre-
ferred to the other, according to a prejudice on the most real-
istic outcome of the phase correction. We agree with Luu &
Jewitt (1990) that phase reddening has an important influence
on the spectral slope, but it is not clear how this correction can
be generalized to a wide number of asteroids. Hence this issue
warrants further examinations. For the outermost consequences
of the taxonomic classification of NEAs, we in addition find it
necessary to investigate the strength of the phase reddening ef-
fect on the absorption bands of the spectra.
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